Residents should:

1. CLEAN AS YOU GO
   - Not use the kitchen when cleaning is taking place
   - Leave all surfaces plus the sink and draining board clear
   - Ensure that ALL items are stored in the cupboard provided
   - Clear any spillages from floors and surfaces
   - Empty and wipe down the vacuum cleaner after each use

Residential Cleaning will:

MONDAY TO FRIDAY (EXCLUDING BANK HOLIDAYS)

- Remove all waste
- Clean and sanitise surfaces
- Clean and sanitise the floor

WEEKLY

- Deep clean and sanitise all appliances (hob, oven, microwave, toaster)
- Clean and sanitise the outside of the fridge/freezer
- Deep clean and sanitise the floor
- Deep clean and sanitise the chairs and table
- Check and service the vacuum cleaner

This will involve the use of disinfectant

Working together to deliver a quality experience